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Written by Yaroslav Altunin and Sarah Randall Hunt 

"I love love, and I’m very hopeful and was raised on all the fairy tales everyone else had. I just noted that 
everyone’s mom was dead and real princesses get beheaded, so I just have a more realistic take on it.”   

- Amy Schumer 

 Love At First Sight 
Let’s face it. EVERYONE wants love. But are we all looking for the same kind? The 
traditional definition of love is elusive for over 63% of the US population, IF marriage is 
your definition of finding it.  You read that right, SIXTY THREE PERCENT!  In 2020, an 
estimated 26.2 million people used a dating app. 

There are as many kinds of love as there are rotating flavors at a Yogurtland. We have 
moved from meeting among friends or setups like our parents and moved it online. 
Isn’t technology great?!  

It’s great if you like the Wild West, you anarchist.  And if you’re not trying to date in a 
friggin pandemic when your only access to dating was swiping strangers.  The old rules 
of dating are long gone.  Let’s be real... it’s hard to find connection of any kind, but 
even more so without judgment or bias.  Even before we all masked up, my friend was 
saying walking up to someone to ask them out was an invasion of privacy. 

We’re also not looking to find just anyone, but THE. ONE. Harry met Sally, but I’m 
pretty sure he didn’t send her a dick pic, nor she dump him over his number of 
Instagram followers.  So what if it’s Friday and we’re alone?  Let’s open that pint of Ben 
& Jerry’s (I like ice cream, OK), compare battle wounds, and have a good belly laugh. 



The Show 
Stupid Cupid is about four best friends attempt to fix modern love by creating a dating 
app— too bad they’re the worst people for the job. When the app takes on a mind of 
its own, they’re forced back into the dating scene to figure out what went wrong, only 
to discover their own shortcomings in love.  

Stupid Cupid is inspired by the real life 
dating stories of Sarah Randall Hunt and 
friends during her time living in New 
York. Every date in this series is based on 
true events, no matter how insane they 
might sound.  Yes, that girl did get her 
foot caught on the table so a manager 
had to pry her free.  That guy really did 
get sexually propositioned by his date 
who then robbed a CVS, all before 
they’d even got to the restaurant. The 
truth is stranger than fiction. These 
stories sparked a web series that filmed 
in New York during 2019 and partially 
during early quarantine in 2020, which 
we hope to evolve into a raunchy 
comedy series perfect for Netflix or 
premium cable.  

What makes the story of Stupid Cupid stand out is not the wacky dating material, but 
the method in how we’re sharing them. Our world is kaleidoscope of cultures, colors, 
and creeds; it leaves too many behind when we just tell the love stories of straight 
white cisgender men and women.  

What drives us with this series is to tell the love stories of women, immigrants, people 
of color, and members of the LGBTQIA+ community. These are the stories of our 
friends, loved ones, strangers we pass on the street, and we’re here to showcase their 
many different kinds of love and lust. 



In addition, we set this series in the world of tech, a predominantly white and male-
dominated sector. A recent Crunchbase survey found that 20 percent of global startups 
raising their first funding round in 2019 had a female founder. In June 2020, CNBC 
wrote a story called “Tech companies say they value diversity, but reports say little has 
changed in the last six years.”  Stupid Cupid sets out from the point of view of the 
women, people of color, and members of the LGBTQIA+ community work who are 
fighting for their place in tech.  

This series isn’t just a series about dating, it’s about mating in the melting pot we call 
home. With this as our relatable foundation, we know Stupid Cupid will become a 
sensation. 



 

Pilot 
The week before Stupid Cupid leaves beta testing and officially launches, Alex tests 
out her new dating app and finds herself a date. It goes horribly wrong (doesn’t look 
like his photos, pro-male nationalist, you know, the usual.) This changes everything 
about her next meeting with Whitney, a hotshot exec from HeartOn, a competing 
company who is offering to buy Stupid Cupid and gut it for parts. Alex begins to doubt 
her creation when Whitney offers proof that Stupid Cupid will be DOA. 

Waking up from a drunken stupor days 
later, we meet the rest of Team Stupid 
Cupid, Harper, Reed, and Stevie. During a 

conference call with Loren, their 
investor, the team realizes 

someone has hacked their 
servers and the app code is a 

mess. On top of that, the back ups 
are gone and all the corrupt changes 

are live. There’s more trouble, they 
only have a week before they launch! Alex 
suddenly remembers that during her 
drunken weekend, she tried to “fix” the 
app by deleted important code, such as 
profiles and preferences.  

Flash forward to the next day and watch 
as the team spies on Reed who is on a 
date using their app. But this isn’t for fun, 
it’s all business. Beta users of the app 
loved the new “version” that Alex created! 
Somehow by deleting parts of the code, 
Alex created a better yet still somewhat 
taped together app. Using this new found 
momentum, Alex keeps the news of a 
buyout from HeartOn a secret and the 
team scrambles to go on dates in order to 
find out why the new app works.  



Meanwhile, Harper and her husband Ben are having marriage troubles. They even try 
to spice it up with a little role-play but nothing seems to bring back the spark. What are 
they going to do?  

During the next team meeting, Harper decides to go on the next date and reveals she 
and Ben are trying an open marriage. Stevie pushes Alex about the changes she made 
and discovers the buyout offer from HeartOn. Stevie is livid when Alex is still on the 
fence about selling.  

Will the app survive Alex’s change, or was Whitney right?  
What will happen to Harper and Ben?  
Will Reed ever find the girl of his dreams?  
And why is Stevie so obsessed with Alex?  



Meet the Stupids 
Alex, 30, is the co-founder and CEO for the new 
dating app, Stupid Cupid.  A bundle of anxiety 
with a bleeding heart, Alex always bites off more 
than she can chew. Raised by a pair of hippie 
parents who believed a little too much in the 
power of “free love,” Alex was always ready to 
save the world. But after all the free love, 
Alex isn’t really sure if her dad is really her 
dad, or what a real relationship even looks 
likes. But that won’t stop her from saving 
love! 

After wrangling her three best friends, 
Harper, Stevie, and Reed, Alex creates 
the dating app Stupid Cupid, the 
solution to modern love. With 
Stevie’s brilliant coding skills, 
Harper’s business acumen, and 
Reed’s ability to navigate the 
legal minefields they create, 
Team Stupid Cupid build an 
app  
to be reckoned with, or so they 
think. Full of high spirits and naiveté, Alex  
will discover not only her shortcomings as a CEO,  
but as a dating app creator. What does the gal that hasn’t  
been on a date in 3 years know about love?  

Sounds Like:  “There’s an app for that.” 
Favorite movie: “True Romance” 
Wants: “That can’t eat, can’t sleep, reach for the stars over the fence, World 
Series kind of love.” 
Lives in: Williamsburg, before she got evicted 
Looks like:  Battling between CEO and funky artist, she changes her mind as 
often as her hair.  



Reed, 38, is the hard-working, CFO and in-
house lawyer for “Stupid Cupid.”  Alex’s 
cousin, technically. This is all up for debate, 
considering Alex’s wacky family.  But that 
didn’t stop them from becoming thick as 
thieves. Reed is the success of the family. 
After becoming a lawyer in politics, he 
accidentally and quite literally got stuck 
running the country for a day. That 
phoenix flew too close to the sun so 
Reed joined Stupid Cupid in order to get 
back to the “real world,” whatever that 
means in this new decade. He struggles 
connecting with people and strives to 
be the player he always wanted to (or at 
least thinks he should) be.  

Reed starts out being the most 
confident of the group. He is always 
the voice of reason for Alex, Harper, 
and Stevie, even if he does keep them 
at arms length. During Season One, 
Reed’s confidence will be shaken after 

a bad date with a wealthy 
kleptomaniac and being matched with Jules on their dating 

app, who turns out to be a guy. With help from his friends, Reed discovers his player 
persona is meant to shut him from actually connecting with people. In the end, he will 
learn that all he really needed was a platonic male friend named Jules to talk about the 
South Carolina Gamecocks games with.  

Sounds like: “Of all the gin joints in all the towns in all the world, she had to 
walk into mine.” 
Favorite Movie: Tells people “Rocky” but it’s actually “When Harry Met Sally”  
Lives in: Financial District shoebox.  What?!  It’s to save money! 
Wants: To get laid.  (But hoping for that girl to go to brunch with.) 
Looks like:  He is stuck somewhere between hot collegiate and looking like he 
borrowed his dad’s oversized suit.  Greys and khakis with the occasional out-of-
place board short or free t-shirt from a 5K, much to everyone else’s chagrin. 



Stevie, 22, is the technical co-founder 
and front-end engineer for Stupid 
Cupid.  You love Magic The 
Gathering? Don’t know what that is? 
Don’t worry about it, Stevie will tell 
you and you’ll be obsessed with it 
forever after that. Alex’s childhood 
friend from high school, Stevie is 
king of the nerds, and the cleverest 
and most charming one you’ll meet. 
He transitioned early in life and that 
only empowered him to freaking 
crush it becoming one of the 
brightest engineers at Google. He 
will support and follow Alex to 
the ends of the Earth, and 
believes together they’ll change 
modern love. 

Yet being king is a lonely life, 
and Stevie struggles with 
confidence in dating, the 
complete opposite from Reed. 
He’s unsure if it’s because he 
never had a chance to date early on, or 
because he’s been madly in love with Alex since they met in 
school. Stevie begins to open up throughout our story and develops a strong 
friendship with Harper and Reed. He lets is slip about his feelings for Alex and Harper 
and Reed help him navigate dating to build his confidence for his first ever date at the 
end of Season One. It’s a double date, with her best friend, I don’t know, it’s going to 
be super weird. 

Sounds Like: “Get outta here!” 
Favorite Movie: Anything Marvel 
Lives In: Crown Heights 
Wants: To be seen and accepted. 
Looks Like: Shaved sides, long hair on top, bright colors, checkered Vans, 
backpacks, and cool, graphic tees.  Stevie rides his bike pretty much 
everywhere, and he’s usually up for anything that doesn’t require a tie. 



Harper, 27, is the integrated marketing manager for “Stupid 
Cupid.”  She is playful, tender-hearted, and sometimes a bit 
of an air-head.  Also a childhood friend from high school. 
Kind of. Harper relentlessly bullied Alex in high school, full 
on Mean Girls style. One day, Alex found a devastated 
Harper sobbing in the school bathroom. Whatever 
happened in the bathroom stayed in that bathroom, 
but they have been inseparable ever since. Harper was 
raised by a strict family and struggles to maintain the 
seemingly happy marriage and future that her family 
always wanted for her.  

Harper loves her husband Ben, but something 
just isn’t right. After trying and failing to spice 
up their marriage with some really awkward 
role-play, Harper and her husband Ben 
decided to try and open marriage. Using 
Stupid Cupid, Harper discovers a world she 
never knew existed because she got 
married so young and finds more 
happiness in an open marriage than she 

ever had, leading her to question the union. 
She knows what she wants, but she’s not sure how to 

get it. How do you go on a date and be casual when you know 
your biological clock is ticking… LOUDLY?? 

Sounds Like:  “I wanted it to be you. I wanted it to be you so badly.” 
Favorite movie: Bridget Jones’ Diary 
Lives in: Upper West Side.  Fine, her mom and dad are helping, OK? 
Wants:  A baby.  A family.  Something comfortable.  Within the next 3 
years.  But also REALLY needs to get laid. 
Looks like: Zooey Deschanel, if she liked the Care Bears and the Chicago 
Bears.  Approachable to children, she often borders on child-like herself.  
Super feminine but experimenting with… dare I say it… a sexy, smokey 
eye. Ooh! 



Thinking About The Future 
Over the course of Season One, Team Stupid Cupid will rotate dates to test the app in 
order to save their butts (and hopefully app.)   

They will: 

… get horrible diarrhea and have to let it go outside their car in front of the 
date. 

… receive a tempting yet expensive sexual offer from a klepto with a purse 
fetish. 

… struggle with a magician with his own loose definition of employed. 

… fall victim (literally, on their face) to a poor fashion decision. 

… nearly get roofied but then slap the person, create a scene, and escape. 

… and end up on a three-way date with the date’s best friend. 

Again, let me remind you these are based on true stories.  

Each bad date teaches Alex and the team about how their dating app is still 
functioning. They realize that Alex had deleted the code which supported our biases 
and prejudices, leaving Stupid Cupid free to match users based on what their hearts 
really wanted.  

With these lessons, Alex discovers her own failings in love, including her biases and 
inability to maintain romantic connections. She’ll finally see that love is blind and finds 
herself experimenting with her gender orientation. Stevie will start to build hiss 
confidence in love and go on his first date, Reed will match with a man and realize all 
he needed was a friend, and Harper considers leaving her husband when she finds 
happiness in an open marriage.  

In the end of season one, our team will almost lose the app and company, only to save 
it with their passion or helping others find love. At its core, Stupid Cupid is a romcom. 
A story of love, loss, and finding your way in a world where love is just a swipe away. 
When you can order a sandwich and some lip gravy all from a smartphone, does true 
love exist anymore? In Stupid Cupid, we explore how love survives in the age of 
disposable electronics, friends, and relationships. 



The End Of The Beginning 
“Stupid Cupid” is a series about a group of friends who couldn’t be more different. 
What happens when these adorable idiots try to venture outside and collide with the 
real world in their search for their desired flavor of love?  

Fill out your profile, and start swiping to find out.


